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Plan Loan and Hardship Distribution Requests
Because life happens even to the most dedicated plan participant, many employers offer plan
loans and hardship distributions. If you are considering adding this feature, heres what you
need to know.

"A Shift In Market Control" | Midyear Outlook | June 2017
A long-overdue and highly anticipated shift is underway that may change the character of the
rest of this economic cycle.
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Under federal tax
law, the maximum
amount an employee
can borrow from his
or her plan account is
50% of the vested
account balance or
$50,000, whichever is
less.

Plan Loan and Hardship Distribution Requests

 
For many employees, the assets in their 401(k) plan accounts represent a majority of their savings. Not
surprisingly, these employees may sometimes make requests for plan loans and hardship distributions. If you
are receiving distribution requests, the following information should be a helpful review for handling them.

Employers sponsoring 401(k) plans are not required to offer plan loans or hardship distributions. However,
many employers include plan loan and hardship provisions in their plans to encourage employees to
participate. The reasoning is that, if employees know they can access the money in their plan accounts if they
really need to, they will be more comfortable contributing to the plan.

Plan Loans

Under federal tax law, the maximum amount an employee can borrow from his or her plan account is 50% of
the vested account balance or $50,000, whichever is less. An exception to this rule is when 50% of the vested
account balance is less than $10,000. In this case, if the plan allows, the participant may borrow up to
$10,000. Most plan loans must be repaid within five years. However, loans used to buy a principal residence
may have a longer repayment period. Loans are typically repaid through payroll deduction.

To help control the use of plan loans, many employers impose restrictions, such as loan fees and a minimum
loan amount (usually between $500 and $1,000), and place limits on the number of outstanding loans an
employee can have at a time.

Hardship Distributions

The plan documents must specify a method for determining eligible hardships. Hardship distributions --
unlike loans -- are not repaid to the plan. While the plan generally can allow a hardship distribution for any
reason, it must have established rules to ensure that the distribution will be used for an immediate and heavy
financial need.

The safe harbor method permits hardship distributions to: (1) pay certain medical expenses incurred by the
participant, participant's spouse, or dependents; (2) purchase a principal residence; (3) cover post-secondary
educational expenses for the participant, the participant's spouse, children, or dependents; (4) prevent eviction
from or foreclosure on a principal residence; (5) pay the funeral/burial expenses of a spouse, parents, children,
or dependents; and (6) certain expenses related to the repair of damage to the participant's principal
residence.

Hardship distributions generally are limited to the amount of the employee's total elective contributions as of
the date of distribution minus the amount of any previous hardship distributions.

Please talk with us if you have questions about plan loans, hardship distributions, or your retirement plan's
provisions for them.
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"A Shift In Market Control" | Midyear Outlook | June 2017

 
Dear Valued Investor:

A long-overdue and highly anticipated shift is underway that may change the character of the rest of this
economic cycle. Specifically, the Federal Reserve (Fed) has finally been able to follow through on its projected
rate hike path, including the second hike for 2017 announced at the conclusion of the Federal Open Market
Committee's June 13-14 meeting. This move highlights two important signals--first, the Fed increasingly trusts
that the economy has largely met its dual mandate of 2% inflation and full employment, but second and of
perhaps even greater importance, it appears there may finally be a new driver--the long-awaited arrival of
fiscal policy--that may provide the economic backstop that monetary policy has offered throughout this recent
expansion.

Here are several key themes focused on how the change in market leadership may shift through year-end and
beyond:

Monetary policy: Slow path to normalization. Maintaining economic growth without
extraordinary central bank support will be key.
Business fundamentals: Now taking control. A focus on well-run businesses with the potential
for earnings gains may favor active management.
Economic growth: Confidence not enough, yet. Business and consumer confidence has
improved, but greater policy clarity may be needed to spur growth.
Fiscal policy: Pro-growth potential, but when? Fiscal policy support remains likely, but the
timetable may be pushed back to 2018.

Even with fiscal policy on standby, the return to business fundamentals, such as renewed corporate earnings
growth, can now act as a market catalyst. The Fed will still have its role to play, but monetary policy is
powering down as the driver of financial market strength. Thus far in 2017, the consistency of this new
fiscal-led dynamic has been uneven, leading to shifting market leadership. It is important for investors to
appreciate that despite these developments, U.S. equity indexes managed to progress through the first half of
2017 either at, or very near, all-time highs.

As political distractions have periodically surfaced, anticipation of a full transfer away from monetary policy
has diminished and stock market leadership has at times turned away from those areas best positioned to
benefit from the proposed fiscal policies. While the latest delays could push some key fiscal policy initiatives
into 2018, the odds still favor corporate tax reform ultimately being achieved, along with progress on
deregulation and potentially infrastructure at a later date.

What are the implications of fiscal policy as a new market driver? Much like a portfolio can benefit from
diversification, the economy and markets can benefit from different drivers working at different times. If we
have shifted to new market dynamics, including a greater role for corporate profits, understanding the evolving
opportunities will be important for diversified investors. As monetary policy powers down, business
fundamentals power up, and fiscal policy helps get the U.S. economy off of standby mode, LPL Research's 

 can help you identify opportunities that may arise, navigate theMidyear Outlook: A Shift In Market Control
challenges that will inevitably come, and help you stick to your long-term investing plan.

As always, if you have any questions, I encourage you to contact me.

 

Click  to view the publication LPL Research .here Midyear Outlook 2017: A Shift In Market Control

 

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual security. To determine which investment(s) may be
appropriate for you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is
historical and is no guarantee of future results. Indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

Economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted.

Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal
and potential illiquidity of the investment in a falling market.

Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond and bond mutual fund
values and yields will decline as interest rates rise and bonds are subject to availability and change in price.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.

http://lpl-research.com/outlook/MYO_2017_SinglePage.pdf
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Securities offered through LPL Financial LLC. Member FINRA/SIPC.

Tracking # 1-617595 (Exp. 06/18)



The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for
you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no
guarantee of future results. All indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

William H. Hall, CFP® is a Registered Representative with and Securities offered through LPL Financial,
Member FINRA/SIPC


